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A Panel Presentation
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12:00 Welcome
Dr. Geertje Boschma, PhD, RN, Professor, UBC School of Nursing
Dr. Sally Thorne, PhD, RN, Professor, UBC School of Nursing

12:05 Historical Inquiry: A Critical Perspective for Action and Advocacy
Dr. Lydia Wytenbroek, PhD, RN, Assistant Professor, UBC School of Nursing

12:20 Keynote Address: Locating Black Women’s Stories in Canadian Nursing Narratives
Dr. Karen Flynn, PhD, Associate Chair, Gender and Women’s Studies & Associate Professor, Gender and Women’s Studies & African American Studies, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign

12:50 Black Nurses (in)Visibility in B.C., 1845 to 1940
Ismalia De Sousa, PhD student, UBC School of Nursing

13:05 Commentary
Dr. Dzifa Dordunoo, PhD, RN, President of the Coalition of African, Caribbean and Black Nurses in British Columbia & Assistant Professor, University of Victoria School of Nursing

13:15 Q&A

13:30 Closing
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